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ABSTRACT 
We prove that, given a multihomogeneous f nction satisfying some initial condi- 
tions, either it has a certain nonnegative zero over a given subspace, or an associated 
logarithmic barrier function has a constrained stationary point. Under convexity 
precisely one of these conditions i  satisfied. The main ingredients of the proof are the 
derivation of significant properties of the constrained stationary points of the logarith- 
mic barrier function, and their relationship to corresponding points of an associated 
Karmarkar potential function. Corollaries of the theorem include a duality for Kar- 
markar's canonical linear program, which happens to be a stronger version of Gordan's 
theorem; a more general duality than an existing one concerning the diagonal scaling 
of symmetric matrices, also shown to be a stronger version of Gordan's theorem; and a 
diagonal scalability result for a class of multihomogeneous polynomials which is more 
general than a previously known result on the scalability of positive multidimensional 
matrices. We also give an algorithmic proof of the theorem of the alternative through 
a projective algorithm which is a generalization of a modified Karmarkar linear 
programming algorithm, and in the context of nonnegative matrix scaling becomes a
variant of the well-known RAS algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Gordan's theorem of the alternative, proved in 1873 (see Dantzig [7]), is 
the following intuitively simple, yet profound result: Given a set of points in 
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R m, either the origin lies in the convex hull of these points, or there exists a 
hyperplane separating the origin from the given points. Algebraically, Gordan's 
theorem is as follows: Let B be an m x n matrix with real coefficients. Then 
U(B)={x~Rn:Bx=O,  x >lO, x~O} is nonempty or U' (B)={y 
R m : Bry > 0} is nonempty. It is easy to see that the two conditions are 
mutually exclusive. Surprisingly, Gordan's theorem can be used to establish 
its equivalence to the following nonintuitive statement (see Corollary 2.2): 
Let Q be an n × n real symmetric matrix satisfying droQdo > 0 for some 
d o ~ R~ = {x ~ ~n X > 0}. Then 
V= {X~Rn:q~(X) =xrQx=0,  X>_-0, Xq:0} ~:0  (a) 
or  
=IA, d ~ R ~_ such that DQDe = A, (b) 
where D = diag(d) = diag(d I . . . . .  dn) , and e = (1 . . . . .  1) r ~ N n. If Q is 
positive semidefinite, then precisely one of these conditions i  satisfied. 
The problem of determining if V is nonempty is a fundamental problem 
in mathematical programming and theoretical computer science, since it is 
equivalent to linear programming for positive semidefinite Q, and is NP-com- 
plete for general Q with rational entries (see [11]). Given the duality relation 
described by "(a) or (b)," together with the fact that solving a general linear 
programming is equivalent to testing if (a) is satisfied, it is fair to say that 
Gordan's theorem is the first "interior-point" view into linear programming. 
Given this duality, what could have motivated an "'interior-point algorithm" 
would have been the observation that given D in (b), the vector d = 
(1/V~)De is a stationary point of the logarithmic barrier function 
6 (x )  = ~b(x) - ~A,  lnx, .  
i=1 
One difficulty however would have been due to the fact that the vector A in 
(b) is unknown. In fact it turns out that one has an infinite degree of freedom 
in selecting A and that the following stronger duality holds: Condition (a) is 
satisfied or 
VA ~ R~_, 3d x ~ ~_ such that DaQDxe = A, (b') 
where D A = diag(dx). 
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The above duality was essentially proved by Marshall and Olkin [23]. 
However, they were primarily interested in nonnegative matrix scaling, a 
problem that has been of interest at least since the thirties. Thus, the 
optimization of the logarithmic barrier function was not pursued. An 
interior-point method for linear programming which utilizes the above dual- 
ity, while optimizing the logarithmic barrier function ~b(x), is described in 
[19]. 
In 1984, Karmarkar [17] considered linear programming as the problem 
of testing if the following is satisfied: 
v = {~ ~ w:  4 , (x )  = c~x = o, x >_. o, x .  0}.  ;~, (a') 
where W={x~ R" :Ax=0},  A and m ×n matrix of rank m satisfy- 
ing Ae = 0, and it is assumed that ~b(e) > 0. In his projective algorithm 
Karmarkar makes use of the potential function 
6(x) 
f(x) ~-(x)' 
where 7r(x)= ,(l-l"i=lx~,~l/". Karmarkar's algorithm essentially proves the 
following duality: Precisely one of the following two conditions holds true: not 
(a'), or 
Vd ~ W c~ R+, 3x d ~ W n ~ satisfying erxd = eTd, f(Xd) <~ 3"f(d), 
(b') 
where 3, is a number depending only on n and can be taken to be 
(2exp(-1))  1/" (see [10]). In Karmarkar's algorithm, given d ~ W A •" + 
satisfying cTd > O, in O(n 3) arithmetic operations one can either conclude 
that V is empty, or compute x a satisfying the condition (b"). The algorithm 
consists of replacing d with x a and repeating the above. Karmarkar's duality 
can be extended to the case where ~b is any homogeneous function of degree 
K [i.e. 4)(ax)= aK~b(x)] which is also convex over W, where in the 
definition of the corresponding potential function the exponent 1/n gets 
replaced with K/n, and the corresponding 3' becomes {[(K + 
1)/K]Kexp(-- 1)} 1/n (see [13]). 
As it turns out, Karmarkar's V in (a') is none other than a disguised form 
of Gordan's U(B) (see [14]). Furthermore, Karmarkar's potential is closely 
related to the logarithmic barrier function 
~(x)  = crx - ~ In x,, 
i= l  
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and another duality can be stated for Karmarkar's V: Precisely one of the 
following two conditions holds: (a'), or 
VA ~ ~,  3d, ~ W f~ ~ such that Pa~ V~ba,(e) = I'd, A, (b ' )  
where Pj~ = I - D, AT"(AD~2A~)-~AD,,  = diag(d,), and dpa~(x) = 
ck(D,x).  More generally, the duality "(a') or (b")" still holds if the function 
~b(x) = cTx in (a') is replaced with ~b(x) = xrQx,  in which case the corre- 
sponding duality will become a more general version of the duality "(a) or 
(b')" (see Corollary 2.3). 
This paper proves the duality "(a') or (b"); however, it does so in a much 
more general setting: Let qb(x) = ~b(x (1) . . . . .  x(m)), m >1 1, be any continu- 
ously differentiable r al-valued function defined over the nonnegative points 
of a subspace W = W 1 x --. x W m of ~n = ~n I X " '"  X ~ nm, and for each 
j = 1 . . . . .  m, homogeneous of positive degree Kj with respect o nonnega- 
the set of nonnegative x = (x  . . . . .  x (m)) tive points of Wj. We let V be (1) 
W, each of whose components x (j) is nontrivial, satisfying ~b(x) = 0. Assum- 
ing that ~b(d 0) > 0 for some positive d o ~ W, and given any admissible 
vector )t ~ ~n (see Definition 1.1), we prove V v~ O or the logarithmic 
barrier function ~b(x)= ~b(x)- E~=IAi In x i has a constrained stationary 
point in W. If ~b is convex over W, precisely one of the two conditions holds 
true, and ~ has at most one constrained stationary point in W. Moreover, for 
any positive vector d in W, the constrained stationary points of qJ are 
preserved under the change of variable x ~ Dx, where D = diag(d). In 
particular if d ~ W, is a positive constrained stationary point of ~0 corre- 
sponding to A = (K le  (n') . . . . .  Kme(n'°)), where e ~k) = (1 . . . . .  1) ~ R k, then 
Pa V~bd(e ")) = A, where Pa is the orthogonal projection matrix with respect 
to the subspace Wj = {x: Dx ~ W}, and ~ba(x) = ~b(Dx). 
On one hand for m = 1, the problem of determining if V is nonempty is
a fundamental problem in linear, quadratic, and more generally polynomial 
programming. Indeed, given any polynomial p(x), x ~ R ~, and a polytope 
P c R", the problem of checking if p(x)  attains a specific value can be 
reduced to the decision problem which asks if a homogeneous polynomial 
~b(x) has a nontrivial nonnegative z ro in a subspace W. Such a transforma- 
tion can be established in a similar fashion to the case of quadratics, 
described in [11]. On the other hand, for m >t 1 the problem of determining 
if ~0 has a desired stationary point is a fundamental problem in multihomoge- 
neous programming which includes matrix and multidimensional matrix 
scaling. In addition to this theorein of the alternative, the paper describes a
projective algorithm, which is a generalization of a modified Karmarkar 
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algorithm, to find either a point in V or a desired constrained stationary point 
of ~. 
The proof of the theorem is based on the derivation of significant 
properties of the constrained stationary points of the logarithmic barrier 
fimetion, and their intricate relationship to corresponding points of an 
associated Karmarkar potential function. Even for linear programming the 
duality "(a') or (b')" gives a new and powerful duality. For instance, in [14], 
based on this duality, we describe a very simple polynomial-time linear 
programming algorithm. In the context of matrix scaling and when q~(x) is 
quadratic, the corresponding duality results in a more general version of 
Marshall and Olkin's duality. Furthermore, one can conclude a scalability 
result for a class of multihomogeneous polynomials which is more general 
than an existing result on the diagonal scalability of positive multidimensional 
matrices. The convergence proof of the modified projective algorithm estab- 
lishes the true strength of the algorithm, whether or not qb is convex. For 
example, even in the restricted class of nonnegative multilinear forms, the 
projective tdgorithm becomes an alternative algorithm to the so-called RAS 
algorithm (e.g., see [30] for RAS). 
In what follows we shall assume that ~b is the multihomogeneous f nction 
described above. From multihomogeneity for any positive scalars aj, j = 
] . . . . .  m, and any nonnegative x = (x (1) . . . . .  x ('n)) E W = W 1 × . . .  X W m 
we have 
(m ] 
~b(a,x (') . . . . .  a,,,x 0")) = I'-I ajKJ c~(x) .  (1.1) 
w=l ] 
We assume that W contains strictly positive points, and that if, for j 
{1 . . . . .  m}, Wj is a proper subspace of E"J, then W) = {x (j) ~ ~nj : A ,x ( j )  = 
0}, where Aj is a matrix of full row rank. The corresponding ort~ogonal 
projection matrix with respect o Wj is thus P(J) = I(J) - -  AjT( Aj AjT)-IAj, 
where I (j) is the n) × n) identity matrix. If Wj = ~"J, we can define P(J) to 
be I (j). Since W={x ~ ~'~:Ax=0},  where A =diag(A 1. . . . .  Am), the 
orthogonal projection matrix P with respect o W satisfies 
P = diag(p(1) . . . . .  p(,,,)). (1.2) 
We first introduce the necessary notation that will be used throughout the 
paper. 
NOTATION 1.1. For x ~ R" we write x = (x (1) . . . .  , x (m)) to mean that 
x (j) ~ N"J, j = 1 . . . . .  m. The partial gradient of ~b(x) with respect o x (j) 
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will be denoted by Vj~b. Given a positive vector d = (d O) . . . . .  d ~")) ~ W, for 
j = 1 . . . . .  m we define the diagonal matrix Dj = diag(d (j)) = 
diag(d} j). . . . .  d~nJ)). Thus, D = diag(d) = diag(D 1 . . . . .  Dr.). The change of 
variable x ~ Dx J, induces a new multihomogeneous function ~ba(x) = ~b(Dx) 
satisfying (1.1), and a new subspace W a = {x ~ ~" :  ADx = 0}, whose or- 
thogonal projection matrix as in (1.2) is given by Pd = diag(P~ 1) . . . . .  p~m)), 
-- I -- Dj Aj ( Aj Dj A~j ) ,  Aj Dj. For a given k where for j ~ 1 . . . . .  m, P(d j )  - -  T 2 T -1 
we write R+ ={x~ R k :x>0}.  Given x ,A~_ ,  we define x -1= 
(1/x  1 . . . . .  1 /xk)  T, and A o x -1 = (A1/x 1 . . . . .  AJxk)  r. The vector of ones in 
R k is denoted by e ~k). The Euclidean l I and l 2 norms will be denoted by 
I1" II1 and [l" I[, respectively. 
The multihomogeneous function & satisfies the following two important 
properties: 
P~OPERTY 1.1 (Multihomogeneity of partial gradients). For any set of 
positive scalars aj, j = 1 . . . . .  m, and x = (x (a) . . . . .  x ~m)) ~ W n ~,  
% 
PROPERTY 1.2 (Euler's equation). For any nonnegative x = (x (1) . . . . .  
x (m)) ~ W, 
x ( J )T~b(x)  = Kjqb(x) Vj = 1 . . . . .  m. 
For a given A ~ ~ ~_, consider the logarithmic barrier function 
q,(x) = 6(x )  - E In x,. 
i=1  
Before presenting the precise statement of the main theorem, we shall 
first arrive at two simple but important properties regarding the constrained 
stationary points of qJ, The first of these properties (Lemma 1.1) pertains to 
the multihomogeneity of 0b, while the second (Lemma 1.2) is solely a 
property of the logarithmic barrier function B(x)  = -~]n= 1 In X v 
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Suppose that dx = (d~l), . . . ,  d~ "n) ~ W N ~+ is a constrained stationary 
point of ~b, i.e. 
V~b(dx) = Vtb(dA) - )to d~ -~ - ATv, (1.3) 
where v is the vector of Lagrange multipliers. From (1.3), v can be 
computed to be 
v = (aAT)  a[V (dA - (1.4) 
Equivalently, from (1.3) and (1.4), we get 
P V~b(d;~) = p()to d;1) .  (1.5) 
From (1.2) we conclude that (1.5) is equivalent to 
p(J)Vj~b(dx) -= p(J)()t(J)o d(J) -~) Vj = 1 . . . . .  m. (1.6) 
Multiplying both sides of (1.6) by d(x j) T, using the fact that P(J)d(x j) = d(~ j), 
and applying Property 1.2, we get 
nj 
Kj~b(da) = E )t~J) = II)tCJ)lh vj  = 1 . . . . .  m. (1.7) 
i=1  
This brings us to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. We shall say that A = (A (1) . . . . .  ~(rn)) E R" is admissi- 
ble if A > 0 and if the ratios KJl lgJ) l l l ,  j = 1 . . . . .  m, are identical. 
From (1.3)-(1.7) and Definition 1.1, we thus have 
LEMMA 1.1. Let h ~ R n + be a given vector. Suppose that ~b(x) = qb(x) 
- E~=lhi In x i has a constrained stationary point dx in W f~ R~+. Then h is 
admissible. Moreover, if or is the common value of gjll~t(J)lh, then ¢b(dx) = 
0. -1" 
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Suppose (1.3) holds. Let d be any given point in W n R~_. Multiplying 
(1.3) by D = diag(d), observing that D(A o d~ -1) = a o(D- lda) -1, and not- 
ing that from the chain rule D Vg)(d a) = Vgba(D-lda), we get 
V~d(V- lda)  -- ¢~o(V- lda)  -1 = DATv, (1 .8 )  
implying that the point d~ = D-Ida, which lies in W~ N R" +, is a constrained 
stationary point of 
~,~(~) = ~,( Ox) = ¢,( Ox) - E ~, In x,d, 
i=l 
/1 
= 6~(x) - E x, In x, - E ~, In d,. (1.9) 
i=1 i= i  
Clearly, the converse also holds. Furthermore, by solving for v in (1.8) we 
can obtain as equation analogous to (1.5). More precisely, we have 
LEMMA 1.2. Let i~ ~_ ~n be a given admissible vector, and qJ( x ) = 
qb(x) - F,i~lh i In x i. A point d a ~ W ~ R+ is a constrained stationary 
point of O(x) if and only if for any d in W f3 R"+, the point d' a = D-ida 
W d N ~ is a constrained stationary point of qJa(x) if and only if 
e~ v6. (d l )  = ed(Xo 4 -1 ) .  (i) 
In particular, if for A = ( Kle ("0 . . . . .  Kme(n~)), d a is a constrained station- 
ary point of d/( x ), then 
Pd~ V~bd,(e) = A, (II) 
where e = (e(n l ) ,  . . . , e (n" ) ) ,  the vector of ones in ffCn. 
Having stated the two properties of ~(x), we now state the main 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Assume qb(d o) > O forsomed o ~ W N fie+. Let A ~ R" 
be a given admissible vector, and ~b(x) = ~b(x) - ~= 1hi In x i. Then either 
V= {x~W:q~(x)  =0,  x(J)>~O, x ( J )~O, j  = 1 . . . . .  m} ~f~ (i) 
Or 
(x )  has a constrained stationary point d a ~ W ~ R ~+. (ii) 
I f  ~b is convex over W, then (i) and (ii) are exclusive, and d a, if it exists, is 
unique. 
REMARK 1.1. In Lemma 1.2 the proof of the first "if and only if" is 
merely the application of the chain rule and holds for any differentiable 
function ft. However, the correctness of the second "if and only if" part of 
the lemma can be viewed as a remarkable property of the logarithmic barrier 
function B(x) = -E"i=~ In x i and it would no longer be true if we had 
n 1 selected another barrier function, say Ei = 1 /xi" This distinguishing property 
of the logarithmic barrier function (which is also used in Karmarkar's 
algorithm, but in a transparent fashion) and the multihomogeneity of ~b(x) 
are the two most important ingredients in the proof of Theorem 1.1, as well 
as the proof of convergence properties of the projective algorithm. 
Equation (I) of Lemma 1.2 can be viewed as an algebraic description of 
condition (ii) of Theorem 1.1. The algebraic description is useful in several 
ways. Firstly, we shall use it to prove the exclusivity of conditions (i) and (ii) 
of the theorem. Secondly, the statements of the corollaries of the theorem are 
all with respect o this algebraic description. It is interesting that in the vast 
literature of nonnegative matrix scaling, in which W = ~n, the equivalence of 
DQDe = A to d = (1//v~)De being a stationary point of ~(x) = xTQx - 
~= 1Ai In x i was not noticed or made use of until the work of Marshall and 
Olkin [23]. 
In Section 2, we give some immediate corollaries of Theorem 1.1. In 
Section 3, we give the proof of that theorem. In Section 4, we give a 
projective algorithm that finds either a point of V or a constrained stationary 
point of ~ in W N ~. .  
2. SOME COROLLARIES OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we describe some immediate and important corollaries of 
Theorem 1.1. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Let ~b, do, and V be as in Theorem 1.1. Then either 
V --/= 0 or there exists d ~ W f) R+ satisfying Pd Vd~d(e) > O. Under the 
assumption of convexity, precisely one of these conditions is true. 
Proof. If V = O, then from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.2, for A = 
(K1 e(nl) . . . . .  Km e("m)) Equation (II) of Lemma 1.2 holds. In particular 
Pa, V~ba,(e) > 0. Conversely, suppose there exists d ~ W ¢q R]_ satisfying 
Pa V~ba(e) > 0. Let A = Pa V~ba(e). Since Pff = Pa, we have PaA = A. Also, 
e ~ W d. Thus, for this A Equation (I) of Lemma 1.2 holds for d~ = e, and 
d x = d is a constrained stationary point of the corresponding O(x). The 
admissibility of A follows from Lemma 1.1. • 
REMAaK 2.1. Corollary 2.1 can be viewed as a generalization f Gordan's 
theorem. If W = R n, then P = I and from the chain rule the condition 
Pa V~ba(e) > 0 can be replaced with V~b(d) > 0. In particular, for m = 1 and 
dp(x) = xrQx, the corollary becomes equivalent to Gordan's theorem 
(Corollary 2.2). For the case where W is a proper subspace the condition 
Pa gr~ba(e) > 0 cannot be replaced with e V~b(d) > 0. This can be checked 
for instance for the case where m = 1, ~b(x)= crx, c = (4, 1, 1) r, and 
A = [1, -1 ,1] .  In the case of m = 1, ~b(x) = cTx, by making use of the 
corresponding duality, which happens to be a stronger version of Gordan's 
theorem, a simple polynomial-time linear programming algorithm is de- 
scribed in [14]. 
COROLt~I~Y 2.2 (Equivalent of Gordan's theorem). Let ~b(x) = xrQx, 
where Q is a symmetric n × n matrix satisfying d~ Qd o > 0 for some d o > O, 
and V = {x ~ R" : qb(x) = O, x >1 O, x :/: 0}. Then either V :/: f~ or there 
exist d, A ~ Rn+ satisfying DQDe = )t. I f  p is positive semidefinite, precisely 
one of these conditions is satisfied. 
Proof of equivalence of Gordan's theorem. By taking Q = BrB, where B 
is the matrix of Gordan's theorem, it is easy to check that Corollary 2.2 
implies Gordan's theorem. Now we show that Corollary 2.2 can also be 
directly deduced from Gordan's theorem. Assume that V = Q~. Then it 
follows that Qx + y = 0 has no nonnegative nontrivial solution (x, y). Other- 
wise, x would have to be nontrivial and xrQx = -x ry  <~ o. Since ~b(x) = 0 
implies V 4: •, a contradiction, we must have ~b(x) < 0. But the assumption 
that ~b(d 0) > 0 implies that for some convex combination of x and do, ~b is 
zero, again a contradiction. Now, applying Gordan's theorem to the matrix 
B = [Q, I], I the identity matrix, we obtain the satisfiability of the system 
Qd > 0, d > 0. Multiplying Qd > 0 by D = diag(d), we get the result. The 
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fact that under positive semidefiniteness of Q both conditions cannot occur is 
trivial, since 4)(x) = 0 if and only if Qx = 0. • 
A stronger version of Corollary 2.2 is the following corollary of Theorem 
1.1. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let 4)(x)= xrQx, where Q is a symmetric n × n 
matrix satisfying dTopdo > 0 fo r  some d o ~ W f~ ~n +, where W = {x 
N ~ : Ax = 0}, A an m × n matrix of  rank m. Then either V = { x ~ W : 4)(x) 
=0,  xt>0,  x=/=0} 4=Q, or, given A ~ ~+ , there exists dx ~ W (~ ~n+ 
satisfying Pd~D~QDxPd~e = Pd )t. I f  Q is positive semide.finite, precisely one 
of  these conditions is satisfied. In particular, i f  V = 0 and )t = e, the matrix 
Pd~ D~ QD~ Pd~ is doubly quasistochastic, • 
REMARK 2.2. In Corollary 2.2, to determine if V is nonempty is NP- 
complete; see Kalantari [11]. For Q positive semidefinite the problem is 
equivalent to linear programming and hence polynomially solvable for ratio- 
nal inputs; e.g., see Khachiyan [18], Karmarkar [17], Kalantari [11], and 
Khachiyan and Kalantari [19]. The problem of testing for the existence of 
A > 0 such that for some d > 0 one has DQDe = )t is solvable in polynomial 
time, since it is equivalent to a feasibility problem in linear programming. 
Given a fixed )t > 0, the problem of testing the solvability of PaDaQDxPde 
= P~A, for some dx ~ W (~ ~,  is polynomially solvable if Q is positive 
semidefinite, and is NP-hard in general. For W = ~n, )t = e, these are 
proved in Khachiyan and Kalantafi [19] and Khachiyan [20], respectively. For 
the special case of W = ~,  Corollary 2.3 was essentially first proved by 
Marshall and Olkin [23]. For general W and A = e, Corollary 2.3 was proved 
in [11]. 
The next corollary of Theorem 1.1 is a more general version of Corollary 
2.3 stated for two-dimensional and multidimensional matrices and for W = 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let Q = ( q~...~ ), i 1 . . . . .  i,,, = 1 . . . . .  N, be an m-di- 
mensional matrix with entries qi~ ...~m" Let )t (1~ . . . .  , A (m~ ~ R N be any set of  
positive vectors with a common I 1 norm. For x = (x (1~ . . . . .  x (m)) where 
x(j) ~ ~ x consider the multil inear form 4)(x) = E~= 1 "'" vN , ~(~ 
, t . .~im = l t / i l  . . .  im~i l  
• " x! "° I fV={x:x  ( J~e R N, 4 ) (x )=O,  x (j~>lO x ( j~O, j  = 1 . . . . .  m} 
i m " 
is empty, then there exist positive vectors d 0~ . . . .  , d(,,o ~ ~N such that for  
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all j = 1 . . . . .  m and ij = 1 . . . . .  N, the following scaling equations are satis- 
fied: 
N N N N 
• dg) d! ") h(J ) E E E "'" Eq , , - ,o , , ,  "'" = ,,, 
i i=l ij 1=1 ij+l=l i,,,=l 
in which case Q is said to be scalable. In particular, i f  all entries of  Q are 
positive, then Q is scalable. 
Proof. Observe that the above scaling equations are equivalent to the 
equations Vi: $(da) = 0 for the corresponding $ of Theorem 1.1. Suppose all 
entries of Q are positive. In this case, if for a given x >i 0 we have x (j) 4~ 0 
for all j = 1 . . . . .  m, then for some set of indices i1 . . . . .  i m ~ {1 . . . . .  N} we 
have x~ ) ... x~, ~) 4: 0. This implies that V is empty; hence from Theorem 
1.1, Q is scalable. • 
REMARK 2.3. The problem of scaling of positive and more generally 
nonnegative matrices is an extremely rich and applied problem which has 
been sfudied extensively; e.g. see [1, 5, 6, 8, 21-24, 26-33]. The polynomial- 
time solvability of the problem has been recently shown in [15]. In particular, 
the scalability of nonnegative matrices based on the structural pattern of 
nonzero entries is well known; e.g. see [5, 8, 21, 26, 28, 33]. These structural 
properties have also been generalized to nonnegative multidimensional matri- 
ces (e.g. see [3, 9]): Let Q = (qil...i,n) be any m-dimensional matrix with 
nonnegative entries. An m-dimensional nonnegative matrix B = (bq. . .O is 
said to have the same pattern as Q if an entry of B is zero if and only if the 
corresponding entry of Q is zero. Then Q is scalable if and only if there exists 
B with the same pattern as Q such that for all j = 1 . . . . .  m and ij = 1 . . . . .  N 
the following equations are satisfied: 
N N N N A!)) 
E- - -E  E ... Eb , ,  , . ,= , .  
i l=l ij_j=l ij+l=l im=l  
While for positive multidimensional matrices Corollary 214 is well known, in 
the presence of a subspace W (as in the case of Corollary 2.3) the corre- 
sponding scalability equations give a new result. Furthermore, one can state a 
more general version of Corollary 2.4 for the case there ~b(x) in Theorem 1.1 
is a multihomogeneous polynomial and, with an analogous proof to that of 
Corollary 2.4, conclude a scalability result for the subclass of such functions 
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that can be termed "positive multihomogeneous polynomials," i.e. functions 
~b(x) having a term with a positive coefficient corresponding to any set of 
indices i l ~ {1 . . . . .  nl} . . . . .  i,,, ~ {1 . . . . .  n,,,}. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Let A = (A 0) . . . . .  A (''')) ~ ~" be a given admissible vector. Denote the 
common ratio Kj/IIA(2)]I1 by o'. For x = (x(1), . . . ,  x <'')) ~ W ¢) ~"+, define 
~(x) = l~I ~j(xC,), 
j=l 
where 
n3 ~ ~ A (j) ~ o 
~j( x(J)) = , ( . ,j~(J)l, " 1! v j= 1,..., m. 
Define the (Karmarkar) potential function 
6(x) 
f(x) ~(x)" 
Note that "n'j(x (j)) is homogeneous of degree Kj over ~nj, j = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Thus, f is multihomogeneous of degree zero, i.e., for any positive scalars aj, 
j= l  . . . . .  m, 
f (  a lx  O) . . . . .  a , ,x  ('')) = f (  x ). (3.1) 
We first prove that positive constrained stationary points of ~0 and f are 
within scalar multiples of each other. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose P VqJ(~) = 0, ~: ~ W f) ~"+. Then P Vf (a~)  = 0 
for all positive scalars a. Conversely, suppose P Vf(~) = 0 for some ~ ~ W 
N ~n+ satisfying q~(~) > O. Then there exists a ,  > 0 such that P V~b(a, 2) 
=0,  
14 
Proof. Let K = E mj= 1Kj. Recalling 
(x 0) . . . . .  x (m)) ~ W (3 R"+ we have 
vj~j(x(J)) = ~ j (x ( J ) ) (  a(J) o x (S  1) 
from which it follows that 
1 
 f(x) - ')] 
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Notation 1.1, for any x = 
vj = 1 , . . . ,m,  
V j=  1 , . . . ,m.  
(3.2) 
1 
Vj f (~)  7r ( - - - -~ Vj O(~)  V j= 1 . . . . .  m. 
Thus, P(J) Vjf(~) = 0 for all j = 1 . . . . .  m. It is easy to check that for x > 0 
and any scalar a > 0 we have Vj f (ax)  = (1 /a )V j f (x ) ( indeed,  Property 1.1 
also applies to f ) ,  so that P ( J )V j f (a~)= (1 /a )P  (j) ~f (~)= 0 {or all 
j = 1 . . . . .  m. Equivalently, e Vf(ot~) = 0. 
Now suppose P Vf(~) = 0 for some ~ ~ W (3 •+ satisfying &(~) > 0. 
Equivalently 
e(J) 7 j f (£ )  = 0 Yj = 1 . . . . .  m. (3.3) 
Letting 6 = o-~b(~), from (3.2) and (3.3) we get 
P( J ' [Vj&(2) - 6(h( J 'o  ~(J' ' ) ]  = 0 Vj = 1 . . . . .  m. (3.4) 
For any ot > 0, multiplying (3.4) by a K- 1 and using Property 1.1, we get 
P( J ' (V jcb(a~) - -aK6[A( J )o (a~( J ) ) - ' ]}=O Vj=I  . . . . .  m. 
Suppose P V0(~)= 0 for some ~ ~ W A R~. Equivalently, from (1.2), 
P(J) Vj0(~) = 0 for all j = 1 . . . . .  m. Also, from Lemma 1.1 we have ~b(~) = 
(r -a. From this and (3.2) we get 
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Since 6 > 0, the equation a K8 = 1 has a positive solution a , ,  and from the 
above we get eO)~¢, (a ,~)  = 0 for all j = 1 . . . .  ,m.  Equivalently, 
g v,/,(o~. ~) = o. • 
Define 
S = {x e ~" :  e(")rx(j ) = nj, x (j) >10, j  = 1 . . . . .  m}, 
S+={x~S:x>O}, 
4)* = min{4) (x ) :x  ~ W N S}, (3.5) 
f *  = in f{ f (x ) :x~WnS+}.  
LEMMA 3.2. V ~ Q i f  and only if 4)* <~ O. 
Proof. Suppose x ~ V. For j = 1 . . . . .  m, define etj = n./e(")~x O) j /  
Then (a lx  0) . . . . .  etm x(m)) is in W N S, and from (1.1), 4) (OqX (1) . . . . .  
O/m X (m)) = 0. Thus, 4)* ~ 0. The converse follows from the continuity of 4), 
the convexity of W A S, and the assumption that 4)(d 0) > 0. • 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  V = ~,  then there exists d'~ ~ W ~ S+ such that f *  = 
f (d* )  > O. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.2, V = ~ implies 4)* > 0. Since Kj > 0 for all 
j = 1 . . . . .  m, f (x )  approaches infinity as x approaches a boundary point of 
W N S. This implies that f *  is attained at a point d~ ~ W N S+. • 
LEMMA 3.4. I f  d is a local minimum of f  over W A S+, then d is a local 
minimum of f  over d ~ W (~ ~" +.  
Proof. Let d k = (d(k 1~ . . . . .  d~m)), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  be a sequence of points 
in W ~ ~"  + converging to d. Then the sequence 
( n~d(~ ~ nma(; "~ ) 
d k ~- e(nl)rd(kl ) . . . . .  e(nm)rd~m) , k=1,2  . . . . .  
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is a sequence of points in W O S+ which also converges to d. Moreover, 
from (3.1) we have f (d  k) = f(dk), for all k. • 
From the application of Lemma 3.4 to d~ (defined in Lemma 3.3), 
first-order optimality conditions, and Lemma 3.1, there exists a .  > 0, such 
that if d a = a.d~',  then P VqJ(da) = 0. This completes the proof of "(i) or 
(ii)" of Theorem 1.1. 
Next we prove the exclusivity of (i) and (ii) under the assumption of 
convexity of ~b(x). To do this we use the equivalence of (ii) to Equation (I) of 
Lemma 1.2. We have already shown that if (i) is not satisfied (i.e. V is 
empty), then (ii) is satisfied. Thus, we only need to show that if (ii) is true, 
then V is empty. So assume that (ii) is satisfied. By setting d = d a in 
Equation (I) of Lemma 1.2 we get 
Pda Vqb,ta( e) = Paa A. (3.6) 
Define 
q~,t* = min{~b,l,(x):x ~ Wa, ~ Sa}, (3.7) 
where 
Sh. = {X ~ ~n ~(J) Tx(J) = A(j) re(nj) ' x(j) >10, j  = 1 . . . . .  m}. 
Note that (3.6) is precisely the first-order optimality condition at e with 
respect o the optimization problem defined in (3.7). Since ~b(x) is convex 
over W, ¢bd,(X) is convex over Wd. Thus, (3.7) is a convex program, and (3.6) 
is the global optimality condition at e. Thus, ~bff, = qbd(e). Multiplying (3.6) 
by e T and applying Property 1.2 to qbd(X), which is multihomogeneous over 
the nonnegative points of Wa,, gives ~bd,(e) > 0. Analogously to the proof of 
Lemma 3.1, it can easily be shown that 4'if, > 0 implies the set V,t * = {x 
Wd~N ~'~:qbd~(x)=O, x¢j)>~O, x ~j) v~O, j = 1 . . . . .  m} is empty. But 
clearly, V = • if and only if Vd, = ~. Hence, the proof of exclusivity of (i) 
and (ii) under the assumption of the convexity of ~b follows. 
Finally, the uniqueness of d a under convexity of ~b is a consequence of 
strict convexity of B(x) = -~"i~1 In x i. This completes the proof of Theo- 
rem 1.1. 
4. A PROJECTIVE ALGORITHM 
In this section we give a projective algorithm which finds either a point in 
V or a positive constrained stationary point of f (equivalently, by Lemma 3.1, 
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a scalar multiple of a positive constrained stationary point of ~O). The 
algorithm can be thought of as a steepest-descent algorithm that uses 
projective transformations to center the current iterate. 
Recalling the definition of S [see (3.5)], for a given d ~ W O S+ satisfy- 
ing f(d) > O, the iterative step of the algorithm performs a line search for 
cka(x) and the function 
in the direction of the steepest descent of fa at e = (1 . . . . .  1) r ~ ~". It 
updates d and repeats the above if necessary. The algorithm either finds a 
point d ~ W A S for which the set 
V a= {x~W ar~R":q~d(x) =0,  x (j)~>O,x ( j )~0, j=  1 . . . . .  m} 
is nonempty, or obtains a point d ~ W f) S+ satisfying Pa Vfd(e) = 0, 
4~a(e) > 0. In the former case the algorithm terminates with a point in V 
(since V d ~ O if and only if V v~ 0).  In the latter case, we invoke the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let d be a point in W (~ ~+ with 4)(d) > O. Then 
Pj Vfd(e) = 0 if and only if P Vf(d) = O. 
Proof. Suppose Pa Vfa(e) = 0. Since cka(e) = ~b(d), from the applica- 
tion of Lemma 3.1 to fd(x) and ~ba(x), there exists a > 0 such that 
ed vqJd(c~e) = 0. Applying Lemma 1.2, we have P V~O(ad)= 0. Applying 
Lemma 3.1 again, we get P Vf(d) = 0. The converse follows in a similar 
fashion. • 
Consider the projective transformation 
nxDllx(1 ) nmD~ax ('n) ) 
Td( X ) = e(n,)rDllXO ) . . . . .  e(n~)rD,Slx(m) 
which maps S one-to-one and onto itself. Its inverse is given by 
nlDlX(1) nmDm X(m) ) 
Zdl(X) = e(nl)TOlx(1) . . . . .  e(n~)TOmx(m) " 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let d be a point in W N ~" +. For all x ~ W f3 R+ we have 
f (T2 ' (x ) )  fe (x )  
f (d )  f~(e) 
Proof. From (3.1) and the identity 7r(Dx) = lr(d)Tr(x), we get 
f (T21( x)) = f (Dx)  
4)( Ox) 6.( x) f.( x) 
The proof now follows by dividing the above by f (d)  and noting that 
fa(e) = qb(d). • 
According to Lemma 4.2, to decrease the value of f at d it suffices to 
decrease that value of fa at e. We now describe the algorithm. Assume that 
~b(d 0) > 0 for some d o ~ W (3 R~_. Initialize k = 0. 
Step 1. If Pax Vfdk(e) = 0, stop. 
Step 2. Let uk = --ed~ ~Tfak(e)/llea~ ~Zf~x(e)ll (steepest-descent direc- 
tion o f f~ at e). Let &k =max{° l :e  + au k ~>0}. If ~bdx(e+ au  k ) has a 
root c~ in [0, &k], stop. 
Step 3. Let a k be the smallest a ~ (0, ~k) for which Vfax(e + 
% u k) ru k = 0, i.e. the smallest stationary point of the function gk(or) = fax(e 
+ c~u k) in the interval (0, t~k). Let x k = e + %u k and dk+ 1 = T~l(xk). Set 
k=k+ l and go to step l. 
THEOREM 4.1. The steps of the algorithm are well defined. Moreover we 
have: 
(i) I f  the algorithm stops while executing step 1, then P Vf(d k) = O. 
(ii) I f  the algorithm stops while executing step 2, then V ~ Q, 
(iii) Suppose that the algorithm does not halt. Let d be an accumulation 
point of thesequence ofdk's. Then qb(d ~) >10. I f  qb(d') > O, then d ~ W (3 S+ 
and P Vf(d) = O. 
Proof. Suppose Pdx Vfdx(e) ~s 0; then u k is well defined. We first prove 
that for any scalar ot we have 
e + au k ~ S = {x ~ R": e%)rx (j) = nj, j = 1 . . . . .  m}. (4.1) 
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The set S is obtained from S by relaxation of the nonnegativity constrains. 
Recalling that Pak = diag(PJ~ ) . . . . .  PJ?)), the j th component of u k is given 
by 
P(J) Vjfak( e ) 
U(kJ) = - -  dk 
To prove (4.1) it suffices to show e("P~u (j) = 0, for all j = 1 . . . .  , m. Equiva- 
lently, since PJ{)e("~ ) = e("P, it suffices to prove 
e(nYVJa~(e) = 0 Vj = 1 . . . . .  m. (4.2) 
As in the derivation of (3.2) (essentially by substitution of fj~ for f and e for 
x), it can be shown that 
Vjf~lk(e ) = Vjq~dk(e ) -- (r~b,/k(e)X(J) Vj = 1 . . . . .  m. (4.3) 
Multiplying both sides of (4.3) by e("P 7', applying Property 1.2 to ~bak, and 
noting that or = Kj/ll,~(J)lh, we get the proof of (4.2). 
From (4.1), the point e + auk, whenever nonnegative, lies in S. Since S 
is compact, it follows that in step 2, ~k is well defined and finite. Suppose 
that in step 2, ~bdk has no zeros in [0, ~k]- Then, since g~(0) < 0, and gk(a) 
approaches infinity as a approaches ~k, it follows that in the interval (0, ~k), 
gk(ot) has at least one stationary point, and the least stationary point a k is 
well defined. Also x k = e + aku k is in S. Thus, all the steps of the algorithm 
are well defined. Next we prove (i)-( i i i) .  
(i): Suppose Pdk Vfd~(e) = 0. Then 6(dk) > 0, and by Lemma 3.1, 
P Vf(d k) = 0. 
(ii): If qbak(e + au k) = 0 for some a ~ [0, &k], then Va~, and hence V, is 
nonempty. 
(iii): Suppose the algorithm does not halt. Since d k is in W ~ S+ for all 
k, we have d ~ W ~ S. Since (b(d 0) > 0, we must have ~b(d k) = 4Jd~(e) > 0 
for all k. Otherwise, the algorithm would have terminated while executing 
step 2. Thus, 6(d") >i 0. Suppose 4b(d") > 0. If d ~ W n S+, then ~r(d) = 0. 
But this contradicts the monotonicity of the sequence of potential function 
values f (d  k), which in turn is guaranteed by the fact that fdk( X k) < fax(e) and 
by Lemma 4.2. Thus, ~b(d") > 0 implies d ~ W ~ S+. Furthermore, we will 
prove that in this case we also have 
Pd Vfd(e) = 0. (4.4) 
From Lemma 4.1, it then follows that P Vf(d") = 0. The approach in proving 
(4.4) is analogous with the general approach in proving the convergence of 
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the steepest descent using an appropriate step size; see e.g. McCormick [25]. 
However, our proof does take into account he specific properties of the 
projective algorithm. 
Let N be an infinite subset of natural numbers uch that for k ~ N, the 
sequences d k, x k, uk, and a k converge to d, 2, t~, and ~, respectively. From 
step 3 of the algorithm we have 
0 = Vfdk(Xk)TUk = Vfdk(e)Tpdk Vfdk(Xk) = Vfak(e)Tpa~ Vfak(e + 4kuk). 
(4.5) 
If (4.4) is not satisfied, we must have 3 > 0, Otherwise, taking the limit in 
(4.5) as k ~ N approaches infinity, and using the continuity of Vfd(x) and Pd 
as functions of x or d, together with the fact that Pf = P~ and that d is in 
W (3 S+, we get 
II vf ( e)ll = o. 
Thus, if (4.4) is not satisfied, we must have 3 > 0, and -Vfd(e)P d Vfd(e) < 
0. Then, again from the continuity of Vfd(x) and Pal, there exists an infinite 
subset N' and N, and real numbers 8 < 0, and 4" > 0, such that for 
k ~ N' and any z ~ (0, a*)  we have 
T Vfdk(e + zuk) u k < 8<0,  0 < a* <~ ot k. (4.6) 
From (4.6), the mean-value theorem, and the fact that in step 3 a k is the 
least stationary point of gk(a), for k ~ N' we have 
fdk(e + akUk) --fak(e) <~fdk(e + a*uk) --fdk(e) 
T = 4*Vfd~(e + rkuk) U k < a*8, (4.7) 
where z~ ~ (0, 4*). Since 0 < q~(d) = limkeN,__,~fd~(e), from (4.7) there 
exists an infinite subset N" of N' such that for k ~ N" we have 
O< 
f k(e + + 4*6 
~< ~< 1 + - -  ~< T< 1. (4.8) 
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Now from (4.8), the monotonicity of f(dk), and Lemma 4.2 we have 
O < m  
f(dk+l) ~ fdk(e + OtkUk) 
f (  d) I-I 1-I 
f(do) k=o f (dk) 1,=o fd~(e) 
<~ YI fd~(e+akuk) <~ 1-I T =0,  
kEN" fd~(e) k~N" 
a contradiction. Thus, (4.4) is satisfied. 
From Lemma 3.1, if ~b has a unique stationary point in W N R+, then f 
must have a unique stationary point in W N S+. Using this and Theorem 4.1, 
we conclude 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume ~ is convex over W. If V = f~, then the 
sequence of dk's in the projective algorithm is a convergent sequence. 
REMARK 4.1. For m = 1, ~b(x) = cTx, and A = e, the above algorithm 
reduces to a modified version of Karmarkar linear programming algorithm 
[17]. The modification being that a line search is carried out within each 
iteration. For m = 2, and ~b a bilinear form (say) yTQx, where Q is an 
m × n positive matrix, the corresponding projective algorithm becomes a 
variant of the well-known RAS algorithm, which is the method of alternative 
row and column normalization; see e,g. [2], [4], [9], [32], [33], and [30] for a 
survey. The RAS algorithm, which is applicable to any m-dimensional non- 
negative matrix, can also be considered as the coordinate descent algorithm 
applied to ~. Equivalently, since Lemma 3.1 can also be stated in terms of 
partial gradients of ~b and f, the RAS can also be considered as the 
coordinate descent as applied to f .  Thus, while the projective algorithm of 
this paper uses the total gradient in its descent directions, the RAS uses 
partial gradients. Hence, one would expect a better eduction of the potential 
function in each iteration of the projective algorithm than that obtained from 
each complete cycle of iterations of the RAS algorithm (i.e. descent with 
respect o all the variables). This has been witnessed in some preliminary 
computational results with nonnegative matrices. However, for nonnegative 
matrix scaling the projective algorithm requires a line search (in computing 
the step length ak), while the RAS does not. Nevertheless, the cost of line 
search is nominal and is dominated by the cost of other operations. For 
example, for the problem of scaling of an n × n nonnegative matrix, the cost 
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of each complete cycle of iterations of the RAS is O(n2), and the cost of each 
iteration of the projective algorithm for the same problem is again O(n2), 
plus the cost of a linear search. The analogy between the RAS and the 
projective algorithm for nonnegative matrices suggests that for a general 
multihomogeneous function, an RAS version of the projective algorithm can 
be stated, i.e. one that uses projected partial gradients as descent directions. 
Many important and interesting research problems can be stated with 
respect o both the theorem of the alternative and the projective algorithm 
whose convergence properties have been based only on continuous differen- 
tiability and multihomogeneity of ~b. One such problem is the analysis of 
theoretical and practical rate of convergence of the algorithm. Clearly, such 
an analysis only makes sense when ~b is restricted to lie within specific classes 
of multihomogeneous f nctions. A particular case of interest is to obtain such 
an analysis for nonnegative matrices, as well as its comparison with the RAS 
algorithm, for which such theoretical results have already been obtained in 
[16]. A second problem of interest is the characterization f the cases of ¢ for 
which the exclusivity of conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.1 holds true. For 
such cases the projective algorithm can decisively determine which of the two 
conditions holds. For instance for the case of m = 1, in [12] it is shown that 
the exclusivity of (i) and (ii) holds true for homogeneous functions which are 
copositive plus, a class of homogeneous functions which contain the convex 
ones. However, even for symmetric matrices, this exclusivity holds for a class 
of matrices which is strictly and nontrivially larger than the class of copositive 
plus matrices (see [12]). Nevertheless, also in the case of symmetric matrices 
a total characterization of the above exclusivity is not available. 
I would like to thank Professor Louis Billera for stimulating discussions 
regarding a homogeneous version of this paper given in [12], Professors Omer 
Egecioglu and Marvin Marcus for their communications regarding some 
literature on nonnegative matrix scaling, and the editor Professor Hans 
Schneider and the referees for bringing to my attention other literature on 
nonnegative matrix scaling and for suggestions that resulted in the improve- 
ment of the presentation. 
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